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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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�Roydon� Reader-Psychic Table
There is nothing like this in the
field of magic or mentalism!
Created back in the 40s and
still used today.  Possibly no
more than 10 ever made.
Brilliant in every way!  Light
years ahead of anything
previously seen!  For the select
few�mediums, mentalists,
psychics and magicians!

A spectator is seated at a bare desk
and�using any unprepared
paper�writes questions, names,
dates or places on the paper.  The
writing never leaves the spectator�s view.  The paper is never folded or placed in
an envelope.  (This is all done with the reader/psychic outside of the room.)  The
performer returns and immediately is in full possession of the written question.
No switches!  No electronics!  No transmitter!  No impressions!  No infrared
cameras! No suspicious moves or actions!  No resetting!  Can be repeated
immediately.  The principle has never been used before.  As innocent as can be.

The table does all the work for you!  You will marvel at its simplicity.
Ingenious method.

The 32-inch high table, handcrafted in oak, is a spectacular example of master
furniture making.  The top is accented with 2-tone inlaid parquet with removable
legs.  The top is covered with plate glass.  Everything fits into an accompanying
carrying case.

Strictly for the discriminating performer, reader or mentalist.  The
Reader-Psychic Table puts you in the realm of psychic phenomena!

For price, contact Joe Stevens at joe@stevensmagic.com or 316-683-9582.

Please ONLY serious inquirers respond!

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113654
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More SME Exclusives
Viktor Voitko Presents...
The Appearing Saw

You will be amazed at the versatility of this prop
in regard to all the ways and places you could
produce it.

For example, you can produce it from an
incredibly small box�5 X 4 X 3-inches (12.5cm
X 10cm X 7cm)! You can produce it from a paper

bag, a handbag, out of thin air. You can even produce it
from a spectator's pocket! Yes, it's true�it can be done.

All these options may seem impossible�but they're not!
The versatility doesn't stop in regard to how it can be
produced, it's just as versatile in regard to �where� it can
be produced and used. For example, you can use it on
the Stage, on the Street, at Home�virtually anywhere.

The Appearing Saw comes with an exceptionally
realistic looking saw and a special holder. You really have to see the produce to
fully appreciate how realistic it looks.  We love the fact that it is very unique,
compared to other appearing poles, straws, pencils�and therefore it's one prop
you just won't see too many performers have and use!  Dimensions: Length of
Appearing Saw is 24-inches (60 cm); Width is 4.5-inches (11 cm).

$83     s&h incl.

Marc Antoine�s
Pro Light

Available In Red Or White
The name Marc Antoine is immediately
recognized by some of the most respected names
in magic as being one of magic's most innovative
creators!

The Pro-Light is the MOST powerful light at
the fingertips you've ever seen!  Get your sun
glasses out�these babies are exceptionally bright!

Professional quality device using state-of-the-art
electronics�you will be impressed!

�  Specify Red or White when ordering.
� Each Charge will provide up to approximately 50 routines!
� Charge on any USB port
� One-Year Manufacturer Warranty

$70     + shipping & handling

http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113617
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&search_in_description=1&keyword=pro%20light&inc_subcat=0&sort=20a&page=21
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113567
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113568
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Exclusives From Viktor Voitko
The CardGun

Important: You MUST watch and study the
teaching DVD before using this product.

The CardGun is a creation made �for�
professionals �by� professionals. The gimmick
enables you to perform unforgettable shows. It is
the smallest and thinnest card fountain for both
left and right handed performers ever made. It is
universal and therefore not limited to one hand.
You can produce �cards� from your empty hands
with the revolutionary gimmick.

Features: The produced fountain is about 1 m -
1.3 m high depending on the charge of the battery and the condition of the cards.
You have to use recharged batteries (charges from an electric network 220V or
110V). Charge unit usually charges for about 3 hours and switches off automatically.
The full charge of batteries is enough for 40-50 times (depending on time of
expectation mode). Does not require replacement of batteries. They are expected
to do 1000 full cycles of charging. The weight of the gimmick is 0.44 lb. (200
gram).  Its size is as follows:  Length is (6.5 cm - 2.5 inch ), width is (3.5 cm -
1.4 inch ) and height is (5 cm - 1.97-inch).

$285 s&h incl.

The CoinGun
Important: You MUST watch and study the teaching
DVD before using this product.

The CoinGun is a creation made �for� professionals
�by� professionals. The gimmick enables you to
perform unforgettable shows. It is the smallest and
thinnest card fountain for both left and right handed
performers ever made. It is universal and therefore
not limited to one hand. You can produce �coins�
from your empty hands with the revolutionary
gimmick.

Features: The produced fountain is about 1 m -
1.3 m high depending on the charge of the battery and the condition of the cards.
You have to use recharged batteries (charges from an electric network 220V or
110V). Charge unit usually charges for about 3 hours and switches off automatically.
The full charge of batteries is enough for 40-50 times (depending on time of
expectation mode). Does not require replacing of batteries. They are expected to
do 1000 full cycles of charging.

The weight of the gimmick is 0.44 lb. (200 gram).  Its size is as follows:  Length
is 16.5 inches (6.5 cm), width is 9 inches (3.5 cm) and height is 3.63 inches (5 cm).

$315 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113618
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113619
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Voitko�s Production Table
It is extremely rare when we
at Stevens Magic run across
an effect that is as much fun
to perform as it is to watch.
This classy effect is such an
item! You have to see the
video to believe the lightning
fast production of the items
on top of a beautiful and
empty table!

The performer, at any time during
his act, removes an item from the
table top.  At this point, the table

is covered with a black satin foulard, flat on the empty table and when whipped
away�in a second�the table is filled with items ready for a nice formal dinner.
This looks absolutely impossible as the speed of the production is amazing!

The items may then be removed from the table and used for the next effect, if
desired. This is strong enough to be a standalone act or part of a longer routine.
These items include a candle and holder, (you may use a vanishing candle if you
like.) A wine bottle and champagne glass, (you may use your favorite airborne
routine) and a rose in a beautiful vase. (Why not perform the floating rose routine?)
The possibilities are up to your imagination and may be even be
performed 3/4 surrounded with the special cloth cover!

This wonderfully decorated prop makes it possible that the items may be replaced
with other items of your choice making it easy to �theme� a different program.
This can be simply and easily reset for the next show in one minute!  Even when
we saw the gaff on this table, we were amazed by the elaborate detail and quality
in which this was designed and built. This is made to
last for a lifetime of performances. The table does all
the work!

This effect looks as much like real magic as
anything we offer. This is not for everyone but for
the most astute performer.  Comes with �extra�
gimmicks that allow you to change out the items
produced on the table for other �like sized� items
that YOU can choose!

We provide you with the quality, well built table,
accessories, custom made protective carry case to
contain every single piece, (for easy transport and set
up) and the instruction so that you may place this great
effect in your next show! Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

$975 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_32&products_id=113610
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Kellar O�Neil Presents

The Mystic Kettle
Audience members call upon their favorite beverage one-by-one and poured
individually from the Kettle. Hot & Cold Drinks. From coffee to beer, wine, juice,
cola, milk, mixed drinks�the possibilities are endless.

Features:  You can even let the audience members hold the kettle to pour �their�
chosen drink!  Both�Hot or Cold Beverages can even be poured from the same
kettle�same performance!

Contents: The Mystic Kettle, 15 Glasses of assorted variety and Custom ATA
case�you provide the drinks! Everything is provided for this miracle. Each Mystic
Kettle is hand crafted with the highest quality products available and is covered
with a 5-year warranty. A one-on-one training session is provided with this
investment via phone and via the internet.

Disclaimer:  Product is only available in its current form in regard to style of
Kettle. Fabrication time estimated to be between 8 to 10 weeks, a non-refundable
50% deposit is required prior to fabrication.

�I have been reluctant to share this treasure, but performing it, I realize the
impact is just too strong to keep to myself... In all my years of performing, I
can tell you there has never been any other prop or product that enhanced my
reputation and was instrumental to my performing success than The Mystic
Kettle & Bar of Wonders.� --Kellar O'Neil

$7,500 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113452
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New Rules For Coins
Coinvexed

3rd Generation
DVD & Gimmick

When David Penn released his
Coinvexed coin bending gimmick, it
established itself as the number one
choice for professional magicians and
mentalists all over the world. Coinvexed
3rd Generation takes the project even
further with an improved gimmick and
a DVD featuring three real-world
working routines.

In David's double coin bend routine, a
spectator signs a coin, which can be
borrowed. Then something very

extraordinary happens as they feel the coin bend within their own hands. The
reactions for this are incredible as the coin is also signed! A second signed coin
then bends whilst being isolated under their palm, on a table top. The spectator
can then keep the coins as a souvenir, which freezes the moment for them forever.

No switches! The coins that the spectator has signed are the same coins that bend.
Only the coins and the Sharpie are seen and the Sharpie can be used by the
spectator to sign the coin. No special chemicals! Just diabolically clever gimmicks
that hide in full view.  Get ready to unleash the ultimate signed coin bend on your
audience! Reactions are guaranteed!

$125 s&h incl.

Esoteric
Kennedy

This visual illusion is a great
crowd stopper and attention
getter.  Produced by master
craftsman, Steve Spencer.
This is one of our hottest
sellers!

The performer shows an ordinary
half dollar and places it on a playing card.  Unbelievably, the coin begins to move by
itself.  It rises up from the card and stands on its edge.  It twists and turns before
returning to its original position on the card.  They won�t believe this one!  Carry it
in your pocket all the time and be ready to blow them away!  No threads or magnets!
Manufactured by Stevens Magic.

$30 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_129&products_id=113596
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=112&products_id=919
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Grab Their Attention
Mesika�s

Electric Touch +
Electric Touch Plus gives you the
extraordinary ability to deliver an
electrostatic shock that will not only
surge through your fingertips, but
through your entire body as well! Watch
your audience gasp in astonishment as
you charge everyday objects like keys,
coins, rings and spoons.

IMAGINE:  Sending spectators
electrostatic �messages� with a mere touch

of your finger.  Using your power to illuminate
fluorescent bulbs.  Animating a pile of dry tea leaves,
tobacco, confetti, salt or pepper.  Bending streams of water
with a simple flick of your wrist.  Charging any conductive
metal object.  Creating a spark of energy between any
two audience members.  The possibilities are endless!

On a DVD, is your exclusive opportunity to witness Mesika sharing his closely-
guarded subtleties, expert tips and personal routines that will take your magic to
the next level and beyond.   The Accessories Kit contains a high quality magnet
and custom-built housing. Also included are easy-to-follow illustrated instructions.

DVD & Gimmick...$200     s&h incl.

Accessories Kit...$25     s&h incl.

Wayne Dobson�s
Spot On

A large domino is removed from a vinyl holder.  The
spots are magnetic and can be freely moved.  You
claim lots of people think that magic is done with
mirrors.  As you say this you remove a small mirror
from within the holder.  The spectator is asked to
move the spots and make any domino they like.  NO
FORCE.  They move the spots anyway they like.

Let�s assume they make a 4-2 domino.  You say you had a prediction made before
they chose their domino.  I will prove that magicians use mirrors for their tricks.
You stand the mirror in front of the domino saying, �Look in the mirror and you
will see my prediction.�  This always gets a laugh or a groan!  They are looking at
a reflection of the 4-2 they made.  OK, but I did make a prediction.  They turn
over the domino and on the other side PRINTED is a 4-2 domino.  Sounds
impossible but true.  Comes with instructional DVD.

A Bargain!         $17     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113606
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113606
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=117&products_id=113607
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=112003
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Taylor Imagineering Presents...
The Haunting

A selected card is signed and returned to
the deck. The performer places the cards
on the ground and now the impossible
happens... On the command of the
performer, the deck slowly, visibly and
very eerily begins to move and separate.
The deck moves in the most haunting
manner until the performer commands
it to stop, when he decides! The card
where the deck has separated is removed
and revealed to be the spectator�s chosen
card.

�  Performer controls the deck animation at all times from up to 30 feet away.
�  Instantly resets.  �  No Angle Limitations.  �  Visually Stunning.

$205     s&h incl.

The Moment
PrPrPrPrPredict the futuredict the futuredict the futuredict the futuredict the future fre fre fre fre from aom aom aom aom a

borborborborborrrrrrowowowowowed cell phoneed cell phoneed cell phoneed cell phoneed cell phone.....
Who?�Anyone! A randomly
chosen spectator.

Where?�Close-up, on the
street, on stage, anywhere!

What?�Predict the exact
moment when ...  � The woman
in red enters the bar.  � The blue
car drives by.  � The correct object is chosen.  � The selected card is dealt.
� Limitless Possibilities!

When?�Borrow a cell phone anywhere in the world and set the timer/alarm to
any random time�20 seconds, 38 seconds, 1 minute and 20 seconds�it does
not matter! The Moment the time runs out on the cell phone the predicted event
WILL occur!

Why?�Simply because NOW you can!
$205     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=112769
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=112768
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Mentalism Winners
Richard Webster�s

Great For Two Book Test
This book test has been in every mentalism show
Richard has performed since 1986.

Synopsis: A husband and wife are invited up from
the audience. The husband is given a dictionary to
hold, and the wife a novel. The husband opens the
dictionary and calls out the page number. His wife
opens her novel at that page and tries to transmit
the first word to her husband. He fails to pick up her
thought. After three attempts, the mentalist asks the
wife to tell her husband the word. He looks it up in
the dictionary and finds the page is missing. The
mentalist removes the missing page from his pocket
and shows that it�s the missing page. Amazingly,
the word that the wife was concentrating on is circled.

You are provided with a 476-page dictionary, which can be used as a normal
dictionary. You also get the hilarious routine that has been perfected over hundreds
of performances. You provide your own novel.  A good product has to entertain,
but this one also interacts as well.

$105     s&h incl.

Walter Davis�
The Snake Charmer

Make a nail writer like no other! With the
same amount of ink of a regular pen!
Peace of mind with knowing how much
ink is left. Never be caught with a swami
writer that doesn't work.

This is the hardcopy booklet that is
delivered to you which contains the
construction guide in photographic detail
as to how to construct an ink swami AND
replacement ink wells.

All this with no special tools or hard to
find parts.  Comes �WITH� a thumb
tip�But You MUST tell us what SIZE
to send! Specify Size:  Regular or XL!

  $16.50     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113652
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113269
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Deluxe Traveling Jewel
Another beautiful effect from Rich Hill crafted
from Ebony wood with Swarovski crystals.

A beautiful wooden rod is shown to have a
jewel embedded in it. The jewel then jumps
from the end, to the center and to the other
end�it�s absolutely baffling! This is wonderful,
visual magic at its best!

Featuring large 7mm Swarovski Jewels, this fine quality piece of close-up magic
measures 3.75-inches long and is handcrafted at Rich Hill�s Illusionshop.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Third Degree
Burn 2.0

The Third Degree Burn 2.0
gimmick has been upgraded from
the previous version!

Ask someone to think of a card, and
visualize it in their head�to burn it
into their mind. It can be any card
they wish; there is no force. To aid
them with this �burning�, you give
them a lighter (or just borrow theirs).
The spectator lights the lighter, and

tries to visualize their card in the dancing flame. You briefly thrust your fingers into
the flame and wince with the pain. For the jaw-dropping climax, you slowly turn
your fingers around, to reveal that the skin on your thumb and finger is now
blistered in the shape of their freely-chosen card! You've just give�em the third
degree!

No deck of cards required.  No forcing�works with any card named.  Can be
carried with you at all times, fits in your pocket and is always ready to go.  No reset
(again, it is ALWAYS ready to go)!  Use it as an �out� to find a forced card whose
value you've forgotten.  Harmless�but it does look dangerous! You don't even
have to use fire if you do not want to.

Comes complete and ready to go with the professional custom gimmick (made to
last a lifetime)�gimmick is now anodized in STEALTH black, instructional DVD
including PDF file with detailed manuscript, full routine, loads of bonus effects
(including routines that DO NOT require the use of fire).  Gimmick incorporates
additional hole to perform original Tillar �blister� effect.

$75     s&h incl.

Priceless Effects
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Rich Hill �Gems�
Ebony Jumping Gems

The magician produces two genuine ebony rods
and shows them empty on both sides.  With a
flourish, a gem appears on one of the rods.
The gem is then �tossed� to the other rod.  Tap
the rods together, and now they both have
gems.  Magically transfer one of the gems to
the other rod, and now it has a gem on each
end!  Next, one of the gems travels down the
rod and the rod now has two gems on one
end.  The effect features a color-changing gem,
and finally a beautiful finish�two gems become
six, and six becomes 12 (six on each side).  This
routine looks like real magic... your audiences
will love it!

Featuring large 7mm Swarovski Crystal Jewels, these fine quality Ebony Rods
measure 3.75-inches long and are made from African Ebony.  Inspired by magician,
Josh Silverstein, these Jumping Gems are beautifully, hand-textured for
faultless handling.  A joy to use!  This amazing piece of close-up magic is handcrafted
by Rich Hill.

$83     s&h incl.

Ebony Hot Rod
A wooden rod is shown to have various
collection of colored jewels embedded in it�
six on each side. Spectator selects a color of
a jewel, and now all 12 jewels are the same
color as the selected jewel!

Beautiful mat black finish and textured Ebony
wood with large 3-D eye-popping Swarovski
Jewels.  This classic of magic, handmade
by Rich Hills Illusionshop is easy to do
and is made in quality materials for your close
up needs. With his attention to the smallest of details, Rich Hill is known for some
of the finest platform and stage illusions.

If you already do the �hot rod� effect, then you know that this impromptu routine
is great but it is difficult to find a finely crafted prop for your presentation. Well no
more!  This easy to handle gem of magic will make you want to perform it on a
regular basis.  Small enough to carry in your shirt pocket, but the gems are large
enough to catch the spectator�s eye.  Simple, detailed instructions and an easy
handling make this a fun and great routine to learn.  This model features the
RUBY Red Finale.  We guarantee you will love it!

$45     s&h incl.
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Leave �Em Mystified
Cinema Vérité

Hand out postcards with over 30
different fi lm posters to the
audience. You have no idea who
has which film poster. Have anyone
choose one and think about the
title. They read the names of the
films from the postcards, and you
stop them exactly on the film they
are thinking of.  Do it again with
someone else. They think of a film
and read the same list of titles. You

know which film someone is thinking of every time!  Do it 10 times with 10
different spectators in all different parts of the room. Everyone reads the same list of
film titles. You always know who is thinking of which film.

An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the 32 postcards.
Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners. Complete
with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case.  Don�t want to lug 32 postcards
around? Just slip 10 or 12 into your pocket and still perform it exactly the same
way.  Perform it anytime, anywhere with anyone who can read and think.
Take it table-hopping for close-up or hand out the cards into a 1000-seat auditorium.
Do it over and over with one spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators.
No one will fathom the secret. It is strong, powerful mentalism that works with
adults in almost any venue.

Old and new films with a historical and sci-fi bent�Charlie Chaplin, Hugo, Sherlock
Holmes, Time Machine, Rocketeer, Golden Compass, Wild Wild West. Familiar
films, but not the easy ones that anyone could guess.  Any good mentalist could
come up with Gone With the Wind or Casablanca or Wizard of Oz. But your
audience will really be impressed when you know they are thinking of The Prestige
or Sleepy Hollow.  Did I mention it is incredibly easy?

$45     s&h incl.

Dreamweaver
Finally, a linking safety pin routine with ordinary looking
pins!  Pins link and unlink in slow motion, in mid-air, even in
the spectator�s very own hand!  This is a strong routine that
ends with a complete examination of each pin!  Perfect for
walk-around.  Easily fits in any wallet.

Complete with 20-page illustrated booklet
and set of four 2-inch safety pins (three
regular and one gaffed with that �special
something�).

$16.50     s&h incl.
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Perfect Timing
Anima

A Breath Of  Life
With Anima�You'll give it out for close
examination after the performance.  You'll
perform it under any light condition with
plain sunlight or in a room with a strong
spotlight.  And you'll be always ready.
You'll not be hooked up.  Anima gimmick
will give you absolute freedom. You'll
perform it in any condition�sitting,
standing up, outdoor or indoor.  Perfect
for strolling magic.  This is an angle proof
version�for one to one setting or
surrounding.  Anima is the safest method
with no risk. The most practical and usable
version.

The Phantom Deck:  Two selected cards are lost in the deck. The cards are
placed in the palm and it moves in a spooky way. Part of the deck moves sideways,
then moves back revealing the selected card. Now you repeat it with a second
card. Now with Anima you'll perform the strong classic effect but with a borrowed
deck and with Anima there's NO SET-UP.

Acrobatic Matchbox:  A box of wooden matches is animated in an incredible
way. It slides around your hand, flipped over by itself and the drawer opens and
closes under your control. It's hard to imagine until you see it yourself.

Includes 1 Special Anima Gimmick, 1 Special Matchbox (No matches), 1 Hour
full instructions and live performance DVD.

$83     s&h incl.

Jeff  Stewart�s
BS Board

This new BS Board has been redesigned and
manufactured using special plastic. It folds to
4.5-inches x 7-inches and can fit in your shirt
or jacket pocket.  It is ideal for close-up, walk-
around, bars, comedy clubs, emcee work and
between friends. Don�t underestimate the great
reactions this memorable gag gets.  Anytime
you want to get a quick laugh take it out of your pocket and in your most sincere
voice read it out loud; �Being an entertainer is a unique opportunity which lets
me bring joy into your lives�� Once you finish reading the sentiment fold the BS
Board as you say, �And I mean that sincerely,� the spectators will slowly begin to
notice what the first letter of every line now spells, which will cause hysterical
laughter.

$16.50     s&h incl.
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Warren Stephens Presents...
The Great Rabbini

The Great Rabbini comes to life.
Rabbini is one of Warren�s classically
creative ideas and it�s been off the
market for a LONG time. This simple
and entertaining effect will become
a staple in all your children�s and
birthday party shows. Show a large
15 x 19-inch folder with a picture of
Rabbini inside. An ABC deck is
shown and after lots of funny by-play
with the letters, a helper chooses a
card. Just so happens (wink, wink)
he chooses a W. Rabbini goes to
work to magically remove the card
from the pack without the audience
seeing a thing. You know those
rabbits are fast. The Rabbini folder
is opened again and he�s holding an
M. Ta-Dah! What? That�s not the
card? No problem for the Great

Rabbini. Slowly the card ROTATES in his hand and becomes a W. Ta-Dah times
two! Children love it and you will to. Comes with Rabbini prop, alphabet deck,
DVD and padded carrying case.  Access our website for video demonstration.

$310 s&h incl.

Tim Sonefelt�s
Goof Ball

The magician shows a colored ball and
drops it into a paper bag NOT shown
previously empty. Claiming extraordinary
powers he states that he will change the
ball�s color.

Making a magical gesture over the bag,
he removes a ball of a different color and
tells everyone that it is the original ball. Stating that the process is reversible, he
returns the ball to the bag and with another mystic pass removes a ball of the
original color. This is repeated as the audience expresses that the performer has
been switching the balls and that there are really TWO in the bag�not one. The
performer admits this is true but explains that the second ball has nothing to do
with the magic. He removes the �extra� ball showing that it is a golf ball!

$15 s&h incl.
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Amazing Comedy
Warren Stephens

Presents...
Wand Inflator 3000

Are you full of  hot air?

Put it to good use with Wonder
Imagery�s release of Warren
Stephens� Wand Inflator! You
attempt to use a small magic wand
but realize it�s not big enough for

the job. Fear not because you have the Wand Inflator
3000! Place the small wand inside, attach the hose and
put that hot air to work �blowing up� the wand. Uh oh! To
your dismay and the children�s delight, the hose came off
and you wasted your breath. The wand is still tiny. Try
again and the hose comes loose once more. Finally, you
and the audience are surprised by your success. A GIANT
WAND OVER TWO FEET long springs from the
machine. Catch your breath while bowing to the applause
because you�ve blown them away!

Complete with everything including DVD.   Access our
website for video demonstration.

$215 s&h incl.

Senor Mardo�s
Egg Bag

It�s just a small bag, but a very strong effect.  Get the
Senor Mardo (by Martin Lewis) by itself or with the
Greater Magic Video Library Egg Bag DVD for a great
combination price!

Egg Bag & DVD Combo...$70 s&h incl.

Bag Only...$42.50 s&h incl.

DVD Only...$30 s&h incl.

Eggs-Actly...$12.50
s&h incl.
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Classics Of Magic
La Grande Zombie

It has been years since we have promoted one
of the finest professional Zombie Ball effects.  It
is time to re-promote it again!

Hand spun!  Light weight!
Professional gimmick!

Just the right size!

The floating ball illusion performed with music
and done right is a poetic piece of magic.  The
effect has been used by many professional
�magicians� for years and was a highlight of
their acts.  Comes complete with Zombie Ball,
Gimmick and Foulard.

$52.50 s&h incl.

Zombie & DVD Combo...
$75 s&h incl.

Tim Wright�s Zombie DVD teaches
all that you need to know about
performing the Zombie.  Upside down
and backwards.

�If you own a zombie, then this DVD
is a MUST!�  --Lance Burton

DVD Only...$32.50 s&h incl.

The Aqua Vase
A Beautiful Lota Vase

Stands 7-inches tall and holds about 12 ounces of liquid!
Hand spun!  Lightweight!  The Aqua Vase still stands
as a classic in our magic world.  Still a mystery and still
accepted and excellent for all types of audiences.  Where
does all the water come from and where does it go!!  A
professional piece of apparatus that will last you for years.
Comes complete with the carrying bag.

Note from Joe:  �I performed this one night for the
guys at supper and everyone ordered a beer and I just
brought out the Aqua Vase and said, �I don�t need to
order a beer as I have plenty that I brought with me.�
For the next hour I continued to refill my glass in front of the guys to their
amazement!  It was fun!�

$52.50 s&h incl.
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Tony Clark Presents...
Professional
Dove Holder

(Harness)
Tony has designed these himself!
They are simple and easy to use.
Each has a Velcro release that allows
you to adjust to different dove sizes.

These holders cover the dove from
head to tail and there is no chance
of flashing!

Each is made from a durable smooth,
satin fabric and comes in four colors:
Red, White, Black or
Newspaper print.  Please
specify when ordering.

$32.50 s&h incl.

Headline Hat Tear
Newspaper Fusion

A piece of newspaper is torn up and
magically fused into a newspaper souvenir
hat.  Great for kids and adults!  Simple to
do!  A truly impromptu hat tear.

This item comes with 12 hat tears.

�I've been doing the hat tear for over 30
years and this by far gets the best response
of them all. It really baffles people!�
  --Tony Clark

$22.50 s&h incl.

There are more Tony Clark items available in
this catalog (page 27).  Don�t forget to check

our website as well!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_63&products_id=113693
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Classics Revisited
Steven Dick�s

The Excelsior Coin
Wand Plus

AKA 5 In 1 Wand
Finally, at last, a professional
unique coin wand!

You can produce an unlimited number
of US Half Dollars, from thin air at the
tip of this beautiful magic wand.

PLUS:
�  Produce a silk from thin air.
�  Load a card into an envelope.
�  Load a card into an egg.
�  Load a bill into an egg.

The perfect accessory for the
famous Miser�s Dream effect.

The Excelsior Coin Wand is a classic
effect from the past!

The wand is 12-inches long and the half
dollar can be shown on both sides.
Comes complete with accessory kit
(which includes: coin, extra
rubberbands, a special tool, detailed
instructions and routines).

�This is great.  I�ve added it to my
Miser�s Dream routine and it provides
a nice interlude.�  --Donald Summers.

�This is an exceptionally well thought
out improvement on a classic of
magic.  We�ve waited a long time for
this professional prop.�  --Joe Stevens

Top Quality!   $185 s&h incl.
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Classic Revisited Too
Steven Dick�s

Moo-ooM Milk
AKA The Aerostatic

Milk Bottle
The amazing anti-gravity effect from the
golden past!

�  Excellent for all audiences.
�  Milk bottle is pure glass.
�  Pure magic and entertainment.
�  Fools everyone.
�  Self-working.
�  Top quality.
�  Great for science exhibits.

Performer shows a full pitcher of milk.  He
then pours a full bottle of milk into the milk
bottle, places a card over the top of the milk
bottle and turns the milk bottle completely
over.

Upon removing the card, the magic starts.

Viola!  The milk remains suspended,
encapsulated withing the bottle.  It does
�NOT� pour out as it should! The
performer asks the audience to call out the
magic orders, �Moo-ooM� and at this
command the milk bottle empties out
completely!

Limited quantities available.  Comes
complete with a bottle of OOM (Milk Magic),
milk bottle, pitcher, detailed instructions and
routine.

$75 s&h incl.
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Totally Cards
Card Shark�s
Get Sharkey

After the deck is shown to be well
shuffled. The magician explains that he
is going to present a miracle that was
performed by a famous 1-armed
magician.

To demonstrate he places his right hand
in his pocket. With his left hand he holds
up a deck of cards and instructs the
spectator to peek at any card he likes.
The spectator is immediately handed the
deck. Without any suspicious moves the
magician nonchalantly snaps his fingers.

The spectator is now asked to go through the deck and find the chosen card. The
spectator looks through the deck but the card has vanished! The magician slowly
removes his right hand from his pocket and shows the selected card! The
card can reappear anywhere the magician chooses.

$83 s&h incl.

Geoff  Weber�s
The 5th Assistant

Turn your pocket into a practical and
versatile magic tool.

The 5th Assistant takes a classic
concept to a whole new level! Imagine
a tool so powerful, so practical and
so versatile you'll wonder how you
ever lived without it. This gimmick allows you to show your pocket empty, only to
produce any item you wish moments later!

The 5th Assistant is a utility gimmick that was custom-made for this effect. You
get two gimmicks (1 black, 1 white) included in the box, plus an instructional DVD
that shows you how to maximize the potential of The 5th Assistant. Geoff takes
you step-by-step on how to install and utilize the gimmick so you can perform in
minutes!  Geoff shows you numerous applications ranging from productions,
switches, transpositions and more! As a special bonus, he also teaches five of his
complete routines that can be used in close-up or stage settings! Regardless of
your performing style, you can use The 5th Assistant in your act!

The core concept of The 5th Assistant has been explored in the past by Pat
Page, Jack Kent Tillar, and others. This product is released with the full permission
and blessing of Janette Page and Jack Kent Tillar.

$35 s&h incl.
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Card Effects That Work

Chris Kenworthy�s
MasterMind 2.0

No forcing of any kind.  Includes
psychological, mathematical, timing
concepts.  No �roughed cards�.  No
duplicates.  NO stacked arrangements.  No
Himber wallets or switching of cards.
Prediction card is actually in envelope
before you start.  No long or short cards.
Absolutely NO sleight-of-hand
required.  Can be done as a test in
telepathy between two cities over the
telephone!  Trust us on this one and YOU
will not be disappointed.  Over 1,000 have
been sold in 2010.  Choose from:  2 of
Clubs, 2 of Diamonds, 3 of Spades
and 3 of Hearts (please specify when
ordering.)

 Specify Version...$33 each     s&h incl.

Palmer Magic�s
Omni Deck

From the fertile minds of Jerry Andrus
and Danny Korem, comes this
�Ambitious Card� routine with a
surprising ending.  During an ambitious
card sequence, a signed card that is inserted
into the deck repeatedly jumps to the top of
the deck. Then the deck is placed into a
spectator�s hand... and it mysteriously
solidifies into a crystal clear block of acrylic
while in the spectator�s hands.    Further
studies into the Omni Deck should include�
Danny Korem�s book��Korem Without
Limits� (also available at Stevens Magic).  In
this book Danny explains that Jerry Andrus
was inspired by the Solid Deception Theme.

Omni Deck is easy to do. Requires virtually no sleight-of-hand. Comes with
precision made clear plastic deck ridged on both ends just like a card deck.

The �tilt� move, incorporated in this effect was credited to Edward Marlo, however
several variations of this move existed prior including Edward Victors and Dai
Vernon�s.  Product comes with excellent printed tutorial and includes sequential
illustrations.

$23 s&h incl.
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Important & Coupon

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other
promotion or special.  Some items are non-discountable or

listed as a special price, these are not eligible for this coupon.
Expires May 31,13

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be

applied retroactively!

We Need You!!
Stevens Publishing is looking for our next book project and it may come from
YOU! This is a great opportunity if you have a book that you feel is worth printing
or distributing.

We can handle all technical needs, are easy to work with, have professional printers,
prestigious distribution and great formula for a �win-win� outcome. We can control
the quality of the books and are experts at shipping worldwide!

We have�as many of you know�enjoyed great success with books we have
published and/or distributed including these recent winners!

Mental Magic Of Bill Montana, Volume 1 (Montana)
Automatic 2-Way Prediction Envelope (Rogers)

A Lifetime of Magic - Charles Gauci (Gauci)
Real Secrets of the Chinese Linking Rings (Biro)

Upcoming!!
Real Secrets (Adam Milgate)

The Bridge (Multiple Languages) (Bill Montana)
Latex Surprise (Vick Haze)

New David Ginn (Title Coming!)

http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Richard Webster Presents
Scryer�s

Black & White
This is highly recommended reading
from a real worker �in the know� and
that �knows all!� This new offering
features books combined into one
hardbound book.

Original Ad Copy for The Black Book:
In this book, he shares many of the ideas that
have made him so successful.  These include:
17 ideas using the Psychometry from A to Z
Principle, Neal's Killer Q & A routine, 5 ideas
using the pendulum, 2 effects with business
cards, 1 with playing cards and 1 with Tarot
cards, Synchronistic Dreams�you and your
client experience the same dream. Ted
Karmilovich said this effect was �brilliant�  his

book contains all the ideas and secrets that have brought him fame and success as
both an entertainer and a psychic reader. None of the effects in this book are hard
to do.

White Book Original Ad Copy:  In this book, along with ideas using the A to Z
principle, the PATEO force, the pendulum and effects with cards, Neal includes
chapters on how to use past lives and angels in your psychic�and psychic
entertainment�work. Neal Scryer is a psychic as well as a psychic entertainer;
consequently, a number of ideas in this book contain no trickery, as they are �the
real thing.�

This book is essential reading for any serious psychic/psychic entertainer. Neal
Scryer was a legend long before �The Practical Psychic's Little Black Book� ever
surfaced and will continue his rise to fame and greatness with this latest offering.

�We live in an information age. The problem is there is much information.
Much of it is bad and, these days, the trick is to find the right information. If
you want to do mentalism at its highest level, pure mentalism that requires
almost no props, get the White and Black Book by Neal Scryer and Richard
Webster. This dual collection, now in a beautiful hardbound edition, represents
material that has already been tested by the masters and is just waiting for
your study. I personally don't collect books or props. If I can't use it, I get rid
of it. Black and White is material I won't part with. Neither will a slew of other
workers. That should tell you something.� --Richard Osterlind  (03.15.13)

$165 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Great New Books!
The Art Of

Switching Decks
By Roberto Giobbi

The most powerful card tricks often
need a stack or a gaffed deck.  But if
you don�t know how to get them into
and out of play, the game is lost.
Roberto teaches you precisely how to
do it�standing, seated, with and
without a jacket�using shrewd
psychology, not knuckle-busting
sleights.

An in-depth study with over 30 deck switches and a few remarkable tricks.  Book
has a total of 163 pages in hardcover plus a Bonus Deck-Switch Lecture DVD.

$60 s&h incl.

What Lies Inside
By Florian Severin

What Lies Inside is the greatly expanded, updated
English edition of a best-selling German book on
mentalism (originally titled 13 Steps to Vandalism!)
Florian is a respected mentalist in Germany. In this
acclaimed collection, he details 16 chapters of mentalism
effects and theory.

His opinions and material are often shocking and always
insightful. You'll find a balance of methodological
ingenuity, presentational inspiration and technical
innovation. And thanks to Florian's casual, witty style,
you will enjoy the journey.

With a Foreword by Ken Weber and an Introduction by the publishers
(Andi Gladwin and Joshua Jay), this is a hardback book that will delight
magicians and mentalists alike. Florian's approach is perhaps a little different to

most mentalists and we think that his book will offer a brand
new perspective to presenting mentalism.

Just a sampling of What Lies Inside:
�  Help a spectator meet the girl of his dreams!
�  Convict a gruesome slasher of beautiful blondes!
�  Perform brain surgery on yourself!
�  A brand new take on the add-a-number (with no

adding!)
$48 s&h incl.

Mark�s

Pick!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=61_100_6&products_id=113678
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=61_100_26&products_id=113644
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Tony Clark Classics
4 For 1 Special

You get four of Tony�s Dove Classics: Behind
The Seams, Unmasks, Unmasks
II and Unmasks Book all for one
great price!

Regular price for all these items
is $130.00!  YOU SAVE $32.50!

You will see easy dove magic, awarding
winning dove techniques, inner secrets of dove magic and a
handbook for dove workers.  For more details please
see our website!

3 DVDs + Book Set...$97.50     s&h incl.

Sly News Tear
Sly News Tear has the slickness of the Slydini Tear
and the climax power of the Gene Anderson Tear!  This
is newspaper tear you can actually do!

This is easy to perform.  Show both sides of newspaper
cleanly before and after routine.  Flash restoration
ending.  Quick and easy to make.  Reusable gimmick.
Live performance demo of Tony performing on stage.
Plus a second killer routine.  Ideas and variations  of
presentation and handling.  Tony gives you step-by-
step clear explanations of each element.

$35     s&h incl.

Gypsy Balloon
The Classic Gypsy Thread has been elevated

to new heights!

�This is one of the strongest pieces I�ve ever created.
I just used it to close my hit show �Masters Of Magic�
in the 1,200 see Montbleu Theatre in Lake Tahoe!�

--Tony Clark

�Tony�s Gypsy Balloon has great visual impact for
audiences, both young and old.  If you are looking
for a NEW exciting routine, this is it!� --Brent Geris,
Magic Apple

$28     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113691
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_1&products_id=113690
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113689
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DVDs With A Twist
Miguel Puga�s

MagoMigue Allegro
Professional magic from one of Spain�s leading performers,
he reveals some of his most cherished secrets.  More details
on website!
Disc 1� Theatre Show, Five Stunning Stand-Up Routines
all explained.

Disc 2�Close-Up Card Magic taken from MagoMigue�s
professional act.

Disc 3�Stapled Card, The Lovers, Invisible Triumph and Shadow Cards

Disc 4�Two Award-Winning FISM Acts explained: Coin Transposition and Coin
Under Watch.

4-DVD Set...$150     s&h incl.

Arron Jones�
Combustion

A match is taken from a matchbox.  It is then lit and blown
out.  A spectator holds the dead, blackened match, at their
fingertips.  They are invited to focus feelings of rage and anger
toward the match.  First it smokes and then a few seconds
later it combusts and lights.  They can then blow it out and
keep it!  Warning:  This is for adults only!

 DVD Only...$33     s&h incl.

Steve Fearson�s
Web Spinner

Created by JoeJoe and presented by Steve Fearson.
This gimmick and DVD takes the fear out of invisible thread
work.  Pop the Web Spinner in your pocket and you are
ready to levitate, animate and suspend objects impromptu!

STRIP IT!  The Web Spinner turns the tedious part of
invisible thread work into simplicity.  It almost strips the thread
for you.  SPOOL IT!  Functioning as a spooler, the Web

Spinner can release a predetermined length of thread before stopping and locks
it in place.  And it does this with no motors, no batteries and not elastic bands.
You can replace the thread as easily as tying your shoelaces!   If you have given up
thread because of frustration... the Web Spinner will make you fall in love again.
If you need thread quickly, this is the answer.  The DVD has a plethora of information
and is a goldmine of information.  See website for more information.

�This is awesome!� --Jeff McBride
DVD & Gimmick...$33     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=93_94_54&products_id=113595
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DVDs With Cards
David Regal & Luke Dancy�s

DST
Deceptively Simple Technique

Regal and Dancy have joined forces once again to present some
of the most eye-popping, astonishing card magic ever
developed, using a versatile and Deceptively Simple
Technique.
Imagine... causing a poor poker hand to instantly morph into
a Royal Flush.  Reading the minds of three spectators under

impossible conditions.  And so much more!!  What is taught on this DVD is just the
beginning.  The effects possible are limited to your imagination.

 DVD Only...$25     s&h incl.

Richard Wiseman�s
The Grid

The spectator selects a card from a deck of numbered cards.
The magician then deals out four hands of cards and asks the
spectator to guess which hand adds up to the same number he
has chosen. Incredibly, the spectator is correct. The chosen
hand does add up to his selected number. But that's not all.
Each of the other three hands also reveals the chosen number.
The four hands are quickly arranged into a 4 x 4 grid to form a
magic square. Each column, diagonal, row now adds up to the
chosen number. Even the four corners total the number.  Finally, the cards are turned
over to reveal a message that also predicts the chosen number. Complete with special
deck. Totally self-working. Easy to reset. Different numbers can be selected.

DVD & Gimmick...$37     s&h incl.

Dani DaOrtiz�s
The Mirage

It is a special deck of cards that combines elements of
Hofzinger's Transformation Pack and Robert-Houdin's
Protean Pack. It enables the performer to transform a deck
of 52 different cards into a deck that is all alike. Not just
once, but twice.  In addition to the special deck you receive
DVD instructions with Dani performing and explaining his
favorite routine with The Mirage deck. Three Aces reveal
the identities of two chosen cards. They magically transform

into the first card and then the entire deck follows. Every card is identical.  This is
repeated with the second selection. First the Aces transform and then the deck.
Finally the deck changes back into 52 different cards. Includes DVD featuring Dani
DaOrtiz plus the specially printed deck.

DVD & Gimmick...$37     s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Different & Unique
Hondo�s

Infinitum
To name this magic Infinitum is to show that linked rubber
bands resemble the mathematical symbol for infinity. This effect
brings rubber band magic to it's very simplest, purest form�as
close to real magic as possible.  Each Infinitum contains 20
sets of gimmicked rubber bands, one rubber band chain, a pack
of high-quality No. 19 Gold Rubber Bands and one instructional
DVD. The DVD contains Hondo's personal performance and

explanations, as well as his tips on presentation and audience management.

 DVD & Gimmick...$42     s&h incl.

Stefan Olschewski�s
The Dwarfs

Four randomly selected spectators...Three fair choices...One
amazing killer prediction...Get ready for �The Dwarfs�!

Experience one of the most baffling and entertaining mentalism
routines out there. Stefan explains his complete FISM act in
great detail. Now you will be able to perform the act everybody
was talking about. Amazing secrets revealed on the DVD can
be easily used as stand-alone pieces for your own routines.

�CASSANDRA� Inside�The secret of the ingenious Cassandra Device alone
is worth many times the price of this DVD!  Allows you to secretly switch a large
written prediction which has been in full view�sealed in a clear Plexiglas box!

 DVD only...$38     s&h incl.

Fraser Parker�s
True Mysteries

True Mysteries is a DVD and Book combo containing
breakthrough principles�which when applied to your existing
repertoire, elevates the magic you perform beyond the
boundaries of what is considered possible without hypnosis.

Imagine... Being able to remove your participant's ability to
speak.  Being able to take away your participant's strength.

Being able to make your participant stuck to whatever they're holding.  Being able
to plant playing cards in your participant's mind.  The seeming ability to achieve all
this is now possible WITHOUT the need for hypnosis, stooges or instant stooges.
As well as the instructional DVD, you receive the full reformatted version of Fraser's
now impossible to find book (also called True Mysteries), which explains even
more effects and work.  For more information see our website.

 DVD & Book...$53     s&h incl.
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription
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